Using systematic development processes is an important characteristic of any mature engineering discipline. In current software practice, Software Design Methodologies (SDMs) are intended to be used to help design software more systematically. This paper explicitly shows, however, that one well-known example of such an SDM, Booch Object-Oriented Design (BOOD), as described in the literature is far too vague to provide speci c guidance to designers, and is too imprecise and incomplete to be considered as a fully systematic process for speci c projects.
Introduction
If software engineering is to make solid progress towards becoming a mature discipline, then it must move in the direction of establishing standardized, disciplined methods and processes that can be used systematically by practitioners in carrying out their routine software development tasks. We note that such standardized methods and processes should not be totally in exible, but indeed must be tailorable and exible to enable di erent practitioners to respond to what This research is supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency, through ARPA Order #6100, Program Code 7E20, which was funded through grant #CCR-8705162 from the National Science Foundation. This work is also sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under Grant Number MDA972-91-J-1012.
is known to be a very wide range of software development situations in correspondingly di erent ways. Regardless of this, however, the basis of a mature discipline of software engineering seems to us to entail being able to systematically execute a clearly de ned process in carrying out these tasks. In this paper we refer to a process as being \systematic" if it provides precise and speci c guidance for software practitioners to rationally carry out the routine parts of their work.
As design is perhaps the most crucial task in software development, it seems particularly crucial that software design processes be clearly de ned in such a way as to be more systematic. Humphrey Hum93] says that \one of the great misconceptions about creative work is that it is all creative. Even the most advanced research and development involves a lot of routine. ... The role of a process is to make the routine aspects of a job truly routine." We agree with this, and believe that design as a creative activity still contains a lot of routine which can be systematized. For example, making each design decision is probably creative (e.g, deciding if an entity should be a class when using an object oriented design method). However, the order of making each of these related design decisions can be relatively more systematic (e.g., identify each class rst and then de ne its semantics and relations). We also anticipate that with progress in design communities, design methodologies will provide more routine which can be systematized. This will help adapt SDMs into practice more easily and thus improve productivity and software quality.
This paper describes our work that is aimed at this goal|namely to make SDM processes more systematic and thus more e ective in guiding designers. This work begins with the assumption that the large diversity of Software Design Methodologies (SDM's) provides at least a starting point in e orts to provide the software engineering community with such wellde ned and systematic design processes. This paper concentrates on the Booch Object Oriented De-sign Methodology (BOOD) Boo91] in order to provide speci city and focus. The paper shows, however, that BOOD, as described and de ned in the literature, is far too vague to provide speci c guidance to designers, and is too imprecise and incomplete to be considered a very systematic process for the needs of speci c projects. On the other hand, we did nd that BOOD could be considered to be a methodological framework for a family of such processes.
Our work builds upon the basic ideas of process programming Ost87], which suggest that software processes should be thought of as software themselves, and that software processes should be designed, coded, and executed. That being the case, we found that BOOD, as described in the literature, is far closer to the architecture, or high-level design, of a design process than to the code of such a process. As such, BOOD is seen to be amenable to a variety of detailed designs and encodings, each representing an elaboration of the BOOD architecture, and each su ciently detailed and speci c that it can be systematic in a way that is consistent with superior engineering practice in older, more established engineering disciplines.
In the remainder of this paper we indicate how and why we believe that BOOD should be considered a software design process architecture. We then suggest two signi cantly di erent detailed designs that can be elaborated from BOOD, each of which can be viewed as a more detailed elaboration upon the basic BOOD architecture. We show that these elaborations can be de ned very precisely through the use of such accepted software design representations as OMT RBP + 91], and through the use of process coding languages such as APPL/A. Indeed, this paper shows that the use of such formalisms is exactly what is needed in order to render these elaborations su ciently complete and precise that they can be considered to be systematic.
Thus, the paper indicates a path that needs to be traveled in order to take the work of software design methodologists and render it the adequate basis for a software engineering discipline.
First (in Section 2), we de ne the process architecture provided by BOOD, and then describe two processes elaborated from the architecture. Second (in Section 3), we describe a prototype that supports designers in carrying out the execution of these processes, illustrating how these di erently elaborated processes support di erent execution requirements. Third (in Section 4), we describe our experience of using the prototype and summarize some of the main issues that have arisen in our e orts to take the design process architectures that are described in the literature to the level of encoded, systematic design processes.
2 The BOOD Architecture and Two Elaborations
Overview of BOOD
We decided to experiment with BOOD because BOOD is widely used, and provides a few application examples that are very useful in helping us to identify the key issues in elaborating BOOD to the level of executable, systematic processes. A detailed description of BOOD can be found in Boo91] . In this section, we present only a brief description of the architecture of the BOOD process. We believe that it can be summarized as consisting of the following steps:
1. Identify Classes/Objects: Designers must rst analyze the application requirements speci cation to identify the most basic classes and objects, which could be entities in the problem domain or mechanisms needed to support the requirement. This step produces a set of candidate classes and objects.
Determine Semantics of Classes/Objects:
Designers must next determine which of the candidate classes should actually be de ned in the design speci cation. If a class is to be de ned, designers will determine its semantics, specifying its elds and operations.
De ne Relations among Classes: This step
is an extension of step 2. Designers must now de ne the relationships among classes, which include use, inheritance, instantiation and meta relationships. Steps 2 and 3 produce a set of class and object diagrams and templates, which might be grouped into class categories.
4. Implement Classes: Designers must nally select and then use certain mechanisms or programming constructs to implement the classes/objects. This step produces a set of modules, which might be grouped into subsystems. BOOD provides more hints and guidelines on how to carry out these steps. However, BOOD provides no further explicit elaboration on the details of these steps. Thus designers are left to ll in important details of how these complex, major activities are to be done. As a result, there is a considerable range of variation and success in carrying out BOOD. Further, the process carried out by those who are relatively more successful is not documented, de ned or described in a way that helps them to repeat it e ectively, or for them to pass on so that others can reuse it. We believe that this is the sense in which BOOD, as described in the literature, is a process architecture. It provides the broad features and outlines of how to produce a design. It supplies elements that can be thought of and used as building blocks for speci c approaches to design creation. On the other hand, it provides no speci c guidance, details or procedures. These are to be lled in by others who, we claim, then become design process designers (e.g., the authors of HKK93]) and implementors when the method is applied to speci c projects or organizations.
Process De nition Formalism
Earlier experiences KH88, CKO92] , to model the processes that we will elaborate from BOOD. As shown later, we believe these dynamic models of BOOD processes are su cient to demonstrate our point Generally, our approach is to use the notion of a state (denoted as a labeled rounded box) to represent a step of a BOOD process, the notion of an activity (the text inside a rounded box and after \Do:") to represent a step which does not contain any other steps. According to OMT, the order for performing these activities can be sequential, parallel or some other forms. We use the order in which the activities is listed to recommend a plausible order for performing those activities. A transition (denoted as a solid arc) denotes moving from one design step to another. The text labels on a transition denote the events which cause the transition. The text within brackets indicates guarding conditions for this transition. The text within parentheses denotes attributes passed along with the transition. A state could have sub-states, each of which denotes a sub-step of the step.
Indeed, a modelling formalism is generally inadequate for characterizing certain details of processes. We found that sometimes it was necessary to specify these details in order to render the process we were attempting to specify su ciently precisely that it could realistically be considered to be systematic. For example, OMT does not provide a capability for specifying the sequencing of two events which are sent by the same transition. Speci cation of this order might well be the basis for important guidance to a designer about which design issues ought to be considered before which others. Thus, we found it necessary to supplement OMT, by using a process coding language called APPL/A SHO90b] to model such details. APPL/A is a superset of Ada that supports many features that we found to be useful. Some examples of APPL/A code are also provided in subsequent sections of this paper.
Note that the goal of this work is to use these process models and codes to demonstrate the diversity and details of the processes that can be elaborated from an SDM. As shown later, these dynamic models of BOOD processes are su cient to demonstrate this point. Thus, we did not develop OMT's object models and function models for BOOD processes.
2.3 Modeling the BOOD Architecture In this architecture, we merged step 2 and 3 of the original BOOD process because our experience shows that it is hard to separate those steps in practice (Booch himself also considers that step 3 is an extension of step 2 Boo91]). We believe that this model is considerably more precise than the informal description originally provided. It is still quite vague and imprecise on many important issues, however. Booch Boo91] claims that this vagueness is necessary in order to assure that users will be able to tailor and modify it as dictated by the speci cs of particular design situations. For example, step 2 of Fig. 1 does not de ne the order for editing various BOOD diagrams and templates. It does not de ne clearly which of the diagrams or templates must be speci ed in order to move from step 2 to step 3. Booch claims that di erent designers might have important and legitimate needs to elaborate these details in di erent ways (Chapters 8-12 of Boo91] provide a few examples).
We found that there are indeed many ways in which these details might be elaborated precisely and that many of these di erent variants might o er better guidance. The di erences might well arise from di erences in application, di erences in organization, differences in personnel expertise, and di erences in the nature of speci c project constraints. Once these differences have been understood and analyzed, however, the design process to be carried out should be de ned with suitable precision. Such precise de nitions are needed in order to support adequate improvements of the e orts of novices. In addition, we believe that there are expert designers who have internalized very Figure 1 : A Process Architecture of BOOD speci c and very e ective elaborations of the BOOD architecture and that the more these are de ned precisely, the more important design expertise may be understood, reused, automated, and improved. In order to make the above remarks speci c, we now discuss two possible elaborations of the BOOD architecture. In addition, using these examples we can show the need for, and power of, both design and code representations as vehicles for making design processes clear and thereby providing more e ective guidance.
Two Examples of BOOD Process Renements 2.4.1 Examples of Software Project Types
First, we characterize two di erent types of projects for which we will elaborate variants of design processes, within the outlines of the BOOD architecture (see Project Properties columns in Table 1 ). The parameters of these characterizations are 1) implementation language, 2) documentation requirements, 3) project schedule, 4) designer skill, 5) software operation domain, 6) software domain, and 7) maturity of the software domain. Based upon our experiences, we identi ed these two project types as representatives of projects commonly encounted in software engineering practice (see Table 1 ). For example, an instance of project type 1 could be a defense-related or a medical systems project while an instance of project type 2 could be a civilian project. We expected that elaborating processes to t the requirements of these two di erent types of projects would help us understand the range of processes that could be elaborated from BOOD.
The seven characterization parameters were chosen because our earlier work indicated that these parameters are likely to have major and interesting e ects upon design process elaboration. For example, when consulting with Siemens medical companies, we found that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). has speci c documentation requirements, and requires control and monitoring of corrective actions on the product design. FDA89] says that \when corrective action is required, the action should be appropriately monitored... Schedule should be established for completing corrective action. Quick xes should be prohibited." This certainly a ects how an SDM should be applied to a speci c project.
The application examples described in Boo91] also provide us with some details that seemed likely to be useful in employing these parameters to help us to derive these BOOD-based design processes. For example, one of Booch's examples indicates that if C++ is to be the eventual application coding language, then class/object diagrams would not need to be translated into module diagrams. In addition, Booch's problem report application example Boo91] helps us to understand the process requirements for developing an information processing system. For instance, that example shows that the method must be tailored to support the design of database schemas. His tra c control example helps us to understand the process requirements for developing a large scale, device-embedded system.
The Processes Elaborated from BOOD
In this section we present portions of the OMT diagrams used to de ne details of each of these two elaborations on the basic BOOD architecture. We then further re ne parts of them down to the level of executable code. Each of these processes is clearly a \Booch Design Process", each represents what we consider to be a completely plausible design process, and each is quite completely and precisely de ned|to the point of being systematic for the speci c kinds of projects. These two processes demonstrate the point that there is a great deal of imprecision in the current de nition of "Booch Object-Oriented Design." They also indicate how BOOD can be elaborated, and what the range of elaboration might be when it is applied to speci c projects.
We will refer to our rst elaborated process as the Template Oriented Process (TOP). It emphasizes de ning various BOOD templates (e.g., the class template) as it hypothesizes the importance of carrying We further hypothesized in designing the TOP that the software to be developed is to be safety-critical, and that, therefore, the TOP should enforce more control over design change as this is often required by government agencies to ensure product quality. Accordingly note that the high level design of the TOP incorporates an approval cycle for all changes to previously de ned artifacts.
On the other hand, we hypothesized that the TOP is to be executed by skilled and experienced designers. Because of this, we did not re ne the detailed design activities into lower level steps. Our expectation here is that such designers would insist upon freedom and exibility that this would be given them. This also illustrates that it is possible to de ne a design process precisely, yet still provide considerable freedom and exibility to practitioners. In addition we designed the TOP to allow for a certain degree of exibility in making transitions from one step to another. We have also included the possibility of incorporating a prototyping subprocess into this process.
We refer to our second elaborated process as the Diagram Oriented Process (DOP), as it emphasizes specifying BOOD diagrams. We derived this process from Booch's Home Heating System example Boo91]. In the DOP we hypothesized that there are only weak requirements in the area of documentation, and we, therefore, do not design in the need for designers to specify BOOD's templates (see Figures 4) . We also hypothesized that the product being designed will be coded in a language that provides direct support for programming classes and objects. For this reason, the DOP omits step 3 of the general model shown in Fig. 1 as part of its elaboration, leaving the model de ned in Fig. 4 . Note that this elaboration incorporates fewer top-level steps than the general BOOD model does.
We also hypothesized that the DOP is aimed at supporting novice designers, and so the DOP provides detailed guidelines for identifying classes/objects (see Figures 5, 6, and 7). In addition, the DOP assumes that a great deal of importance is placed upon reuse. In response, the DOP incorporates steps that guide designers to reuse existing software components (see Fig. 7 ).
The job of creating more speci c and detailed elaborations of BOOD is not limited solely to modi cation of the processing steps of BOOD. It also entails specifying the ow of control between these steps and their substeps. A good example of the importance of these speci cations can be seen by examining how change management is handled in these design processes.
We use the term forward change management to denote a transition used to maintain consistency between a changed artifact and its dependent artifacts, that are normally speci ed at a later stage of the process. For example, a designer may add a class to a candidate class list (in step 1 of Fig. 2 ) . This results in forcing designers to redo step 2 to consider adding a corresponding class to the class diagram. There is virtually no guidance in BOOD about precisely how this is to be done, or how the critical and tricky issues of consistency management are to be addressed. Thus there is a clear need for more detailed guidance on automatic change control. One way this can be done is to re ne this high-level transition further as shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , a dotted line from a transition to a class represents an event sent by the transition.
For example, the transition from Selected Class A to Rejected Class A, which is caused by updating candidate class A's eld Needed to FALSE (i.e. class A is no longer needed), sends event Delete Class A to class Class. Clearly this re nement is simply one of a very large assortment of possible re nements. We do not claim that it is the only one or the \right" one. We do claim, however, that supplying details such as these provide speci c guidance that is important for designers|especially for novice designers and for large design teams. Should it turn out that such a specically designed process is shown to be particularly useful and desirable, then the detailed speci cation will also render it more amendable to computer support.
We should also note that we did not stop at the level of design diagrams in re ning the meaning of forward change management, but that we went further and dened it as actual executable process code. Our code was written in the APPL/A process coding language. Fig. 9 shows the APPL/A code for the process de ned in Fig. 8 . Note that this code provides even more details. For example, note that this code speci es that changing a candidate class to a candidate object will cause an ordered sequence of events: 1) the insertion of an object template, 2) the removal of the class template and 3) the forwarding of that template to step 3 for editing of the object template. Again, we stress that these speci c details are not to be considered the only feasible elaboration of BOOD|only one possible elaboration. We do believe, however, that in specifying the design process to this level of detail deeper understandings result, and the process becomes more systematic. In addition, by reducing the process to executable APPL/A code, it becomes possible to use the computer to provide a great deal of automated support (e.g., some types of automatic updating and consistency maintenance) to human designers.
Another kind of control ow in BOOD is backward change management, which is aimed at maintaining consistency between a speci ed artifact and all the artifacts upon which the speci ed artifact should depend. These artifacts are normally de ned at earlier stages of the process. For example, in step 2 of Fig. 2 , designers may need to de ne a class in a class diagram and nd that this class does not correspond to any candidate class because of an incomplete or faulty analysis of the application requirements. Thus, designers have to go back to earlier steps, reviewing the requirements and possibly redoing step 1 to add this class to the candidate class list. This transition can be re ned and coded in a manner similar to what was described in the case of forward change management. Step 2 Determine Semantics of Class
Step These process de nitions, including both main ow and change management transitions, explicitly and clearly demonstrate how the published Booch Object Oriented Design description can be elaborated into a precisely de ned process to provide more e ective guidance for speci c projects. Our research indicates that this observation is quite generally applicable to the range of SDM's that are currently being espoused widely in the community. There are a number of reasons for this imprecision. We have already noted that the imprecision is there intentionally to permit wide variation in design processes to match similarly wide design process contexts and requirements. While we neither doubt nor dispute this need, we believe that our work has shown that it can be met more e ectively through tailoring SDMs for speci c needs of projects. These processes resulting from the tailoring, and supported by the appropriate tools, provide more e ective guidance and help implement various recommended practices (e.g, those recommended by FDA FDA89]). In the next sections, we discuss how to support the execution of the elaborations of the BOOD architecture that we have just described. To experiment with our ideas and demonstrate how these processes should be supported appropriately, we have developed a research prototype, called DebusBooch, to support the execution of design processes of the sort that have just been described. Execution of such processes is possible as a result of their encoding in APPL/A, a superset of Ada that can be translated into Ada, and then compiled into executable code.
We note that BOOD addresses only issues concerned with supporting single users working on a single design project. As most designers must work in teams, and are often engaged in multiple projects simultaneously, a practical system for support of such users must do more than simply execute straightforward encodings of BOOD elaborations. Our Debus-Booch prototype adapts an architecture used in a previous research prototype (Rebus SHDH + 91]). The architecture lets developers post (to be done) and submit ( nished) tasks to a whiteboard to coordinate their task assignments. Since this work has been published and is not directly related to the topic of this paper, we will not describe it here. In addition, there are a variety of di cult user interface issues to be faced in implementing a system such as this. Exhaustive treatment of all of these issues is well beyond the scope and limitations of this paper. An indication of our approaches to these and related problems can be seen from the following brief implementation discussion.
System Overview
Debus-Booch provides four levels of process guidance and support to its end-users (see Fig. 11 for their user interface representations):
1. Process Selection (Accessed through a Console/Driver): This enables users to select any of a range of elaborations of the BOOD architecture, or any non-atomic step of any such elaboration (as shown in Fig. 10 ). This is done by selecting a driver to perform a constrained sequence of steps at a certain level of the selected process step hierarchy. Debus-Booch helps users with this selection by furnishing users with access to information about the nature of these various processes and steps. Step 1.1 Step 1.2
Step N. 1 Step N.M
Step 1.1.1
......
Step 1. Step Execution (Accessed through a Panel): The user can obtain support for the sequencing and coordination of the driver activities to be performed in an elaborated design process. These activities can be divided into two categories: required and optional activities. For example, in the step used to determine the semantics of classes, designers must use Class Diagram Editor, which therefore supports a required activity; in the same step, designers may use a requirements browser, which therefore supports an optional activity. Designers can invoke all the tools that support the required activities by clicking on the Set Environment button. In using this access method, we help designers to set up a design environment more easily. Note that di erent processes may have di erent required activities. For example, in the template oriented process (TOP), editing the class template is a required activity. However, in contrast, using the diagram oriented process (DOP), the user cannot even access this editor.
3. Atomic activity/support (Accessed through a Tool-Button): The user can obtain support for a speci c activity in an atomic step. For example, the user can request access to a Class Diagram Editor in order to obtain support for de ning a class diagram, which is an activity performed in determining the semantics of classes.
Documenation and Help Support (Accessed through Displays): This support can
be obtained in conjunction with the use of tools that support atomic activities. The displays that are made available convey a variety of information, such as the criteria, guidelines, examples, and measures SO92] to be used to help designers understand how to carry out the activity. Debus-Booch provides the exibility that is needed for experienced designers. Designers can use a console display to access all of the supports listed above. For example, a designer can click on the Console's Steps button to execute any step of any elaborated BOOD process (as long as the guarding condition for this step is satis ed, otherwise, the invocation will be rejected). Figure 10 shows how these four types of support are made available to the designers who use DebusBooch. In particular the gure indicates the degrees of interactions that are allowed among the supports for processes, steps, and activities. In particular, note that support for process execution will be provided on an exclusive basis only, as we believe it is reasonable to use only one process at a time to design any given system, or any major part of a system. Similarly, there are constraints on furnishing support for the simultaneous execution of process steps. This is because there are often data dependencies between steps. On the other hand, support for simultaneous execution of activities is unconstrained as many design process activities must often be highly cooperative in practice. Some sets of activities must indeed be carried out in constrained orders. In this case it is necessary to group them into composite steps. The decisions about allowable degrees of concurrency were made based on our observations of the nature and structure of the process models de ned in Section 2.4.2.
Scenario for Use of Debus-Booch
Here is a general scenario, which indicates how designers might use Debus-Booch (see Fig. 11 ):
1. Designers select a speci c elaborated BOOD process from the menu popped up after pressing the Process button. They may select Process Selector to retrieve information about these processes. For each process, the Process Selector describes the most appropriate situations (e.g., the documentation requirements, project deadline) under which the process should be used. 2. Upon clicking on the menu item (i.e. a selected process), the corresponding driver will be initiated. Then, designers must enter the name of the subsystem to be designed. This subsystem can be assigned to them from a management process or a high-level system decomposition process (e.g., in our case, it is on the whiteboard SHDH + 91]). 3. When the subsystem name has been entered, the driver will check what design steps have been performed on this subsystem, and then automatically set the current sub-step in order to continue with the design of this subsystem. (This is tantamount to the process of restarting a suspended execution of the process from a previously stored checkpoint.) Then, the designer can click the Run button to invoke the corresponding sub-driver or atomic step support. 4. If a sub-driver is initiated, step 3 will be repeated except designers will not need to enter the subsystem name again. 5. If atomic step support is invoked, a panel appears and designers can click on its tool-buttons to invoke the tools to support the activities that should be carried out in this atomic step. 6. Having nished this step, designers can click on the next step using the Steps buttons of the driver to move the process forward. If the guarding condition (e.g., see Fig. 2 ) for the next step is true, the move will succeed, otherwise, the move will be rejected. After nishing the nal step in the elaborated process, the designer may go back to the rst step to start another iteration on the same subsystem, reviewing and revising the artifacts produced in the previous iteration. Thus, Debus-Booch also provides supports for process iteration. As this scenario illustrates, Debus-Booch provides di erent supports for users who are using di erent process elaborations. For example, using the template oriented process, the user will be guided by the driver, (with enforcement provided by the guarding condition), to specify the module diagram as is useful when Ada is used as the implementation language. In contrast, using the diagram oriented process, the user will be directed to not de ne the module diagram as it is not considered to be of value when an object-oriented language is used.
Experience and Evaluation
In the past year, we have carried out two experiments and one evaluation with Debus-Booch. In the rst experiment, we used the prototype to develop a design example: an elevator control system. This is a real-time system that controls the moving of elevators in response to requests of users RC92]. It was used as an example for demonstrating how the Arcadia consortium supports the whole software development lifecycle. The system requires full documentation, and is to be implemented in Ada. It is safety-critical and device-embedded. The design team was to include the lead author and students who had nished the software design course. Thus, this project has most of the characteristics described in the Template Oriented Example (see Table 1 ).
Our experience with this experiment shows that the Template Oriented Process (TOP) supported our design development quite e ectively. The process represented through the drivers and panels guided us to de ne the BOOD templates and the module diagrams. For example, the designers were guided to de ne the problem boundary rst and then identify candidate classes such as Controller, Button, Floor, and Door. In this experiment, we found that the SetEnvironment button was most frequently used and was e ective in guiding designers to de ne those required diagrams and templates. The exibility o ered by the process allowed the designers to modify some intermediate design speci cations. For example, the designers often moved back to Step 1 from Step 2 (i.e., the Determine Semantics of Class step of Fig. 2 ) to modify the candidate classes. However, to ensure system safety, this process enforced stricter control over the other backward changes which directly a ect the actual design documentation. For example, the transition from Step 3 to Step 2 of Fig. 2 was more strictly monitored. In using the prototype, we found the current implementation to be too restrictive. Thus, we think that Debus-Booch needs to provide a number of, rather than one, methods that can be selected for controlling the transition. Examples may include: 1) The modi cation triggers revision history recording, 2) The modication triggers change noti cation mechanism, and 3) the modication triggers a change approval process. These example methods support different degrees of the control over the design process.
In the second experiment we used Debus-Booch to develop a design for the problem reporting system as described in Boo91]. This project ts ve characteristics of the Diagram Oriented Example (See Table 1 ). The system is to be coded in C++, has minimum document requirements, and is not safety-critical. It is an information processing system and well-understood. The design team, including the lead author and a software engineer, however, is more experienced than that described in the Diagram Oriented Example.
In this experiment our experience were similar to those in the rst experiment. One additional, interesting experience is that for this well-understood domain (e.g., design of a relational database schema), the process (the Diagram Oriented Process (DOP)) could have been designed to be even more speci c and therefore to provide more e ective guidance. For example, Steps 1.2.2 and 2 should provide guidance to the normalization of the classes. This seems to indicate that for building a large system, an SDM might need to be tailored into a set of di erent processes, each of which is most e ective for designing certain kinds of components of the system. For example, a large system might contain both an embedded system and a data processing system. That being the case, both DOP and TOP processes might need to be applied to developing this system.
We have installed a version of Debus-Booch at Siemens Corporate Research (SCR). Some technologists there have used the prototype and evaluated it. These technologists are specialized and experienced in evaluating CASE tools and making recommendations to Siemens operating companies. During their evaluation, the technologists executed the tool and examined all its important features. Based upon their experience, the technologists believe that Debus-Booch should be particularly useful for novice designers because the tool explicitly supports BOOD's concepts and processes. Their experience tells us that novice designers are much more interested in using a well dened, detailed process to guide their design. A tool, such as Debus-Booch, that explicitly supports an SDM process should help them to learn the SDM quickly.
Some experiences coming out of these experiments and evaluation are:
1. Process execution hierarchy (the tree of drivers and panels in Fig. 10 ) cannot be too deep: There are two main reasons for having this suggestion: 1) A deep execution hierarchy needs too much e ort in tracking the detailed process states. This problem is similar to the \getting lost in hyperspace" problem found in hypertext system Con87]. 2) Need to minimize the time overhead from transiting between various tools that support various design steps. These suggestions clearly reinforce our observations about the problem of mental and resource overhead SO93]. Novice designers are more willing to accept the overhead to trade for more guidance while skilled designers are not. However, the evaluation seems to indicate that even for the novice designers, the process execution tree cannot be too deep. The evaluation suggested that three levels seem to be maximal.
2. Designers had di culty in selecting processes: Users need stronger support for selecting processes. The textual help message associated with each process seems to be not su cient. A more readable and illustrative method must be developed to help users to understand the process requirements quickly, and thereby help users to select appropriate processes.
3. Support the coordination of designers working at di erent steps: Our model focuses on supporting designers to work in parallel in designing di erent software components, or supporting an individual designer to work in parallel on multiple software components. However, the current model is weak in coordinating two designers working on the same software component at di erent process steps. For example, we found that a nished class diagram might need to be passed to another designer for de ning its module diagram. This often helps in utilizing the di erent skills of designers.
4. Need to have stronger support for tracking and coordinating processes: This suggestion is closely related to the rst suggestion. The evaluation indicates that the process tracking mechanism is even more important when the process guides designers at the relatively low levels of the process. The process tracking must emphasize indicating the current state of the process and help designers understand the rationales and goal for performing the step.
Summary
Our work in developing elaborations of the BOOD architecture into more precise design process designs and code has brought a number of technical issues into sharpened focus. Generally, we have found that it is quite feasible and rewarding to develop design processes down to the level of executable code. Doing so raises a number of key issues that are all too easily swept under the rug by process architectures and process models. Many of these issues have tended to be resolved informally and in ad hoc ways in the past. This has stood in the way of putting into widespread practice superior software design processes. The following summarizes some of the more important and interesting ndings of this work.
The Advantages of Detail in Process
De nition
Process modelers often struggle to choose between general process de nitions and speci c process de nitions. Processes that are too general are often criticized for providing no useful guidelines. Processes that are too speci c are often criticized as leaving no freedom to designers. We found that starting with a speci c SDM such as BOOD, and then elaborating it and making it more speci c to the needs of a particular situation represents a good blending of these two strategies. Doing this serves to make the resulting process sharper and more deterministic, and thus helps to make it more systematic and susceptible to computerized support. It seems worthwhile to note that taking this approach is tantamount to pursuing the process of developing a software design process as a piece of software, guided by a set of process requirements and an assumed architectural speci cation (in this case the BOOD architecture)
We are therefore convinced of the importance of dealing with the details when elaborating design process architectures into designs and code. Here we summarize these process design issues, and describe how we addressed them in using our approach:
Step selection: An SDM often describes many \you could do" activities in its process description. In our work we turned many of them into \you should/must do" or \you should not do" activities in order to provide more e ective guidance. For example, BOOD suggests specifying module diagrams. However, when using an implementation language that directly supports programming classes and objects, Debus-Booch guides designers to not specify these diagrams because they are useless in this speci c application (see Fig. 4 ). With our process programming approach to the elaboration of speci c processes we also found it straightforward to specify how to incorporate various other related processes (e.g., reuse, prototyping) into the design process (see gures 3, 5 and 7 for example).
2. Re nement selection: An SDM generally provides its guidance as a set of high-level steps. Each high-level step has a set of guidelines. Designers are often left free to follow the guidelines closely or rely more upon their experience. Novice would tend to follow guidelines while skilled designers would rely more on their experience with some support from the guidelines. With our approach, we provide both supports to novice and skilled designers. Novices can use the detailed process support to guide their design activities, while more skilled designers use only high-level process support.
3. Control condition selection: An SDM usually does not specify strictly how design changes should be managed. It usually does not specify precisely the conditions under which a step can be considered to be nished. With our approach of tailoring SDMs for speci c projects, we can dene the conditions quite precisely. For example, for a medical system which is often safety-critical and regulated by FDA, we decide to provide more strict control (see Fig. 2 ) to ensure system consistency and reliability. However, our experience in using Debus-Booch shows that such control mechanism should not be enabled until the speci cations (e.g., class diagrams) are stable and have been used by other software components.
4. Control ow selection: An SDM usually does not specify all the possible transitions between steps, instead, it only speci es those that are likely to be done most frequently. Transitions that are the most crucial ones may also be the most di cult to explain, and thus not speci ed su ciently precisely. Our approach makes it far easier to add precision to the speci cation of transitions. For example, Fig. 8 shows the various transitions needed for modifying classes.
5. Concurrency speci cation: As noted earlier, most SDM's are intended only to specify how to support the e orts of a single designer working on one project at a time. It is clearly unrealistic to assume that this is the mode in which most designers work, and that, therefore, support for this mode of work is su cient. In our work we adapted an architecture SHDH + 91] that is capable of supporting group development. The activities which can be performed at each step allow individual designers to work on the same design in parallel.
Related Work
We have not seen any work that is similar to our approach of developing design processes as software, then analyzing and contrasting the elaborated processes, and illustrating explicitly why currently existing SDM descriptions cannot be taken directly as a completely systematic process for speci c projects. Our work is unique in that it indicates how one might use the process programming approach to modeling and coding an SDM into a family of more systematic processes used for a corresponding family of projects.
It demonstrates how SDM processes can be de ned more precisely. A more precisely de ned SDM process is more likely to be e ectively supported and thus provides more e ective guidance. This experiment encourages us to be more con dent in using the project-domain-speci c process programming approach to solving many problems in sharpening and supporting software processes. Some work (e.g., BN93]) studied mechanisms for supporting generic software processes. However, without studying speci c generic and instantiated processes as we did in this work, the value of these mechanisms is hard to evaluate.
This work is related to other projects aimed at developing a process-centered software environment, like those reported in MS92, KF87, MR88, Phi89, ACM90, FO91, MGDS90, DG90]. The most signicant di erence between these e orts and our work is that our work, targeted at speci c process requirements, provides very speci c strategies for supporting speci c processes that emerge from the work of other acknowledged experts (in this case, these experts are in the domain of software design). For example, we provide very speci c interface architecture and tool access methods for supporting SDMs and their various users. In contrast, most work in developing process-centered environments is aimed at developing general-purpose software development environments. For instance, MR88] supports specifying any software development rules. Marvel KF87] is a general purpose programming environment. It does not describe speci cally how to provide e ective guidance for using speci c development method on speci c kinds of projects. Another di erence is that our work focuses on evaluating varied external behaviors of the system while other work focuses on the study of implementation mechanisms and process representation formalisms (e.g., FO91]). The study of these mechanisms and formalisms is not the focus of our paper. Comparisons of our formalisms (e.g., APPL/A) to others can be found in SHDH + 91, SHO90b].
Status and Future Work
The current prototype version of Debus-Booch is implemented using C++, Guide (a user interface development tool), and APPL/A. It incorporates StP AWM89] and Arcadia prototypes. The whole prototype consists of about 34 UNIX processes. Each of them supports a console, driver, panel, and other tools. It was also demonstrated at the tools fair of the Fifth International Conference on Software Development Environments 1 . At present, this prototype is being enhanced by the conversion of more of its code to APPL/A and by the incorporation of new features, new design process steps, and new design processes.
We plan to carry out the following future work: 1. Focusing on more speci c project domains, to elaborate still more speci c process models and support environments. This should help deepen our understanding of the project domain's in uences on process requirements and SDM elaborations. 2. Collecting data about how these elaborated processes are used. Based on the analysis of these data, we would be able to adjust the processes more scienti cally. 3. Developing a project-domain-speci c process generator. With the speci cation of project properties, the corresponding process de nitions and its support environment might eventually be automatically generated, at least in part.
A Motivation
Executing a software process is an activity that results in the creation of software that provides guidance and assistance to humans who use the corresponding process as a guide in carrying out software activities.
Execution of software processes has been a very popular topic in the software process and software development environment communities. In the past ve years, many papers ISP88, MS92, SHDH + 91] have been published to address this topic. We surveyed these papers and found that many of them focus on the study of mechanisms: process representations and architectures for representing and supporting such execution. There is little work that describes and analyzes external behaviors of an executing process and evaluates these behaviors. Previous work has demonstrated the execution of project management processes, group coordination processes, and general decision making processes. We note, however, that some key software processes, like software analysis and design, have not been executed successfully.
The software design methodology (SDM) and CASE communities have suggested that SDM support tools should support not only the drawing of SDMs' notations, but also the execution of the processes suggested by SDMs (we refer to this kind of processes as a design process in this paper). However, up to now, we have not actually observed a SDM support tool that supports these processes e ectively.
Thus, we believe that using recently developed software process technologies to execute real design process should bene t all these communities. Executing a design process should help us to understand the issues involved in software process execution, and to evaluate design technologies from users' perspectives.
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B Research Goal
In this paper, we focus on a speci c process domain, the domain of software design, and discuss the di culties in executing software process in general. Our analyses are based upon our experiences in executing design processes SO89, SMOH91, SHDH + 91], and in comparing and evaluating SDMs SO92] . We also analyze other work in this area. We believe that identifying these di culties will facilitate progress in executing software processes in general.
C Challenges in Executing Design Processes
Challenge 1: Design processes are too vague to be executed
One key problem is that the SDMs we have studied seem to de ne their processes in terms of artifact types (e.g., object type and class type) rather than instances of these types (e.g., objects and classes, for example, client, clerk, account, interface objects, or I/O objects). Since software designers create and manipulate these instances, These SDMs do not provide strong enough guidelines to these designers. For example, Booch's Object Oriented Design (BOOD) Boo91] suggests the use of the following process: 1) Identify classes and objects; 2) Identify semantics of classes and objects; 3) Identify the relationships among classes and objects; and 4) Implement classes and objects.
In practice, designers using BOOD will not identify all objects and classes, then de ne their semantics. Instead, they will rst identify some major and important objects, then de ne their semantics. After that, they may do step 3 to identify the relationships among the classes and objects they have identi ed to obtain a system architecture. Then, they may do step 4 to experiment with the architecture to evaluate its feasibility, or go back to step 1 to identify other less important, or internal, objects and classes. Evaluating the BOOD process against this scenario, we found that the BOOD process is vague in the sense that it does not say, speci cally for an application domain, what kinds of objects and classes would be more important and should be identi ed rst. Unfortunately, though more recent SDMs o er more guidance, all SDMs still have this weakness to varying degrees.
Because of this, we expect that simply supporting existing design processes will not be likely to improve designer productivity signi cantly. Note that this is not an execution issue, per se. Instead, this is a process improvement challenge, indicating an obstacle to producing a usable and useful executable design processes.
Challenge 2: Design process execution requires the use of multiple mechanisms Design processes actually consist of a diverse variety of activities, such as: 1) diagram drawing (e.g., drawing data ow diagrams). 2) knowledge acquisition (e.g., understanding the requirements).
3) analysis (e.g, identifying the system components). 4) selection (e.g., choosing objects). 5) de nition (e.g., de ning the semantics of an object). 6) development (e.g., a high-level development phase). These activities are di erent in 1) time required to nish, and 2) degree of human involvement.
These di erences should a ect decisions about which mechanisms to use to execute these processes. We believe that the use of the following mechanisms will be a ected:
1. Process control mechanisms: For example, the process control mechanisms classi ed in Phi89] are a) user-initiated/user-guided, b) user-initiated/process-guided, c) process-initiated/user-guided, d) processinitiated/process-guided. For a design activity that entails scant human involvement, we might choose to use mechanism c) or d). For an activity that involves humans intensively, we might choose to use mechanism a) or b).
2. Process guidance mechanisms: Examples of these mechanisms include those described in MS92, SHDH + 91, FO91]: window, menu, checklist (task list), dialog box, icon, command button, process state graph, and task description window. It seems appropriate to use checklists to guide the execution of a set of long-executing processes (e.g., analysis, architectural design, detailed design). For guiding the execution of a set of short processes (e.g., specifying object name, author name, superclass name), it should be appropriate to use a dialog box.
3. Process state tracking mechanisms: Examples includes the process states described in MS92]: none, allocated, ready, active, stopped, done, and broken. For a short process (e.g., de ne object name), we think these states are very much su cient (if they are not overcomplex). However, for a long and complex process, these states might be at a too low level, and thus, it might be useful to de ne and use states at higher levels of abstraction (e.g., analysis done, architecture design done).
Challenge 3: Executing a design process incurs substantial overhead:
If no overhead costs were incurred, the executed design process would certainly be more useful than conventional CASE tools or SDEs. Unfortunately, we have observed that using current process technologies incurs the following kinds of overhead costs:
1. Mental Overhead: Showing process information to designers may cause mental overhead. 1) We expect that not all of this information will be useful to the designers at any time. The information (like that shown in MS92, JKLW90]) may distract designers' attention from designing products. 2) Current technologies for executing process tend to use a set of deeply overlaid windows to support a process that is modeled as nested subprocesses MS92]. Since a designer may execute a number of such processes in parallel, using these technologies will likely cause the \lost in space" problem that is typically found in hypertext systems Con87].
2. Resource Overhead: Managing the process state and manipulating the user interface (e.g., window creation and deletion) incur performance overhead. These operations also take internal (e.g., memory) and external (e.g., window) space.
Challenge 4: Design processes are irregularly iterative Like many design methodologists, Grady Booch stresses that his design speci cation process must be performed iteratively in re ning and revising a software design. He explicitly states that this process is not a restrictively looping process, but instead, it allows designers to go back to previous steps, even when looping has not been nished. For example, using the Booch process, a designer, while at step 3, may like to go back to step 2 to change the object's semantics because he or she has obtained a new understanding of the object. Thus, the design process actually is not sequential, random, and iterative in the conventional sense, but rather irregularly iterative. This suggests the need for new and di erent process de nition language semantics.
Three techniques have been used to support design speci cation process: a) a set of ordered prompts, b) a textual or graphical editor (e.g., vi), c) a textual template editor (e.g., a 4th generation tool). Technique a) will usually be not capable of supporting this irregularity e ectively. Technique b) certainly allows designers to deal with this irregularity, however, at the cost of providing no process guidance. Technique c) is more useful than b) because it provides some guidance (e.g., the REBUS system SHDH + 91, SMOH91] uses the template editor to guide requirement specication). Is the textual template editor su cient for supporting the speci cation process? Could we develop something better than that?
Challenge 5: The need to accommodate designers of di erent skill levels Some design processes are simple in the sense of that they capture only outlines of the actual design processes. Designers can learn (memorize) these processes fairly quickly through training. Thus, support for these simple processes may not help these designers signi cantly.
Probably, support for a complex design process (e.g., the process de ned in OMT RBP + 91]) would be signi cantly helpful, particularly to less skilled designers. However, this will make challenges 2, 3 and 4 even more challenging.
Very skilled and experienced designers would not need process support nearly as badly as less skilled designers would. Those skilled designers know, based on their experiences and skills, when to stop one step and to go forward or backward in the process.
Designers of di erent skill levels need di erent process support. This is a distinctive characteristic of process. Note that even very skilled designers use some product support tools (e.g., those that are directly involved in production, such as, compilers and diagram drawing tools). An analogy can be found in cooking. A skilled cook still uses kitchenware, but may not use a recipe (unless the process is really complex and/or rarely used). Based on this, we believe that we must provide process support that can be exibly adapted to accommodating di erent designers.
D Our strategies
To meet these challenges, we are currently developing an executable version of Booch's design process.
Its execution will use our research prototypes (e.g., REBUS) and CASE tools (e.g., StP of IDE AWM89]). We also aim to explore new mechanisms to provide process support. For example, we plan to use trigger mechanisms SHO90a].
In the long term, we aim to develop and support more comprehensive and complex design processes. We note that design methodologists have begun to incorporate domain knowledge into SDMs, and to develop more prescriptive and comprehensive design processes Boo92, SM92, RG92]. We believe that an executed process would be most useful when it supports a complex and comprehensive process that incorporates some domain knowledge and greater prescription.
